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“Building Confidence for the use of 3Rs”



2019 – celebrating 60 years of the Three Rs, but still building 
confidence in their application. So, how do we accelerate change?
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October 2005 – calling for renewed Commitment & Collaboration …
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EU policy to ban cosmetics testing meant scientists had to re-think how 
we do PRODUCT safety assessments with new non-animal approaches

exposure-based

Next Generation Risk 
Assessment (NGRA) Toolbox

Fentem, Chamberlain, Sangster. 2004. ATLA. 32. 617-623

new 
paradigm
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TT21C ES21C 21C Risk Assessment

Frameworks for applying 21C Science & Technology for Safety Decisions

US National Academies of 
Science 2007

US National Research 
Council 2012

US National Academies of 
Science 2017



New paradigm now translated into NGRA workflows and confidence 
built through collaborating on case studies



ICCR: international collaboration with cosmetics regulatory authorities 
on use of New Approach Methodologies (NAMs) has built confidence  



imagine we had no animal 
data – coumarin case study

novel ingredient - applying 
NAMs for safety assessment

hand dishwash -
novel biosurfactant

NGRA consumer safety case studies & new products in market where 
NAMs provide data for safety decisions – no reliance on new animal data

sharing how we apply our safety 
science via case study non-animal 

risk assessments

• bespoke consumer 
safety assessment

• new assays developed
• consumer exposure 

data modelled

• no systemic exposure
• novel non-animal 

assays confirmed no 
immunotoxicity 
(potential key risk from 
research studies) 

consumer safety assessment 
for new ingredient based on   

non-animal approaches

• can we actually make 
safety decisions about 
our products with NGRA?

• non-animal safety risk 
assessment by 
integrating kinetic 
modelling & data from 
NAMs

• sharing at conferences, 
publication in progress; 
feedback welcome

Coumari
n

Body 
Lotion • novel oral care active in very early 

development

• use network of our NAMs partners to 
generate bespoke data package

• importance of partnering across R&D

embedding NGRA from the 
earliest stages of innovation  



EUToxRisk ICCR
Animal-Free Safety Assessment 

Collaboration (AFSA)

Working together across all stakeholders is key to making progress

New scientific tools & application Regulatory application Building capability globally

CASE STUDIES on chemical ingredients used in cosmetics & other product types 



To avoid any animal testing of new INGREDIENTS in consumer products 
we now need to re-think chemicals registration requirements. Use of 
NAMs for regulatory chemicals risk assessment is being discussed.



Recent US EPA policy changes start to tackle replacing animal testing 
for CHEMICAL safety with New Approach Methodologies (NAMs)



EPAA 2019:“Building Confidence for the use of 3Rs” – multi-stakeholder 
Cooperation & Collaboration is essential for progress. 
Still a key role for EPAA for another 15 years?
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To accelerate change & build confidence with NAMs for assessing new 
CHEMICALS, EU policy makers & regulators should strengthen their 
commitments, drive transparency and broaden stakeholder involvement

Take learnings from cosmetics sector successes: 
key roles in implementing non-animal approaches 
for consumer safety assessment were played by: 

1. EU policy makers - set clear direction & 
timings based on EU citizens’ views

2. Regulators - ICCR collaboration (with industry)
3. Global NGOs – now coordinating policy changes 

& scientific capability development activities in 
parallel at global level

All Working Together with Companies & Trade 
Associations committed to building the new 

Capability and to Cooperation & Change 

Future Opportunities:

• EPAA to establish a “NAM User Forum” 
to build confidence in their use for 
safety decision making? 

• Accelerate follow-up on 2016 ECHA 
NAM workshop conclusions?

• Increase transparency & broaden 
stakeholder involvement with APCRA to 
build capability & confidence? 



Building confidence to accelerate change in making product & chemical 
safety decisions without animal testing. So, what’s really stopping us?

2009 – 50 years of the Three Rs

Our next generation of safety assessors are 
not constrained by traditional beliefs & 
assumptions that only animal tests can 
provide the data needed to protect 
consumers, workers & our environment 
from hazardous chemicals. 

They are readily embracing new science & 
technology and applying it for evidence-
based decision making. They are more open 
to “having a go” with NAMs and seeing how 
far we can get …

We must not hold them back, but work 
together to ensure much faster progress in 
implementing the Three Rs than that made 
in the past 60 years. 


